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ABSTRACT The prediction of soil heavy metal content is an important part of the management of soil
heavy metal pollution, but it is often ignored. At present, there are few studies on the prediction of soil
heavy metal content, and it is an urgent problem to choose an efficient method for soil heavy metal content
prediction. In this paper, a collaborative compound neural networkmodel (CCNN)was put forward to predict
the soil heavy metal content, this model uses wavelet neural network (WNN) as the basic prediction model,
and at the same time proposes a parallel bird swarm algorithm (PBSA) to solve the parameter optimization
problem of WNN, based on the bird swarm algorithm (BSA), the PBSA not only increases the gathering
behavior of individual, but also adopts sine transformation based on fitness difference ratio to carry out
the following behavior of beggars to improve the global optimization ability, besides that, the acceptance
criterion is used to compare the fitness of individuals after updating to avoid falling into a local optimum.
Soil heavy metal content data from Yinchuan city of Ningxia and six new urban areas in Wuhan, China are
used to make prediction experiments respectively, through compare with support vector machine (SVM),
radial basis function neural network (RBFNN), WNN and bird swarm algorithm optimizes wavelet neural
network (BSA-WNN), the experimental results demonstrate that the predicted value of the CCNN is closer
to the actual value and has better prediction performance.

INDEX TERMS Soil heavy metal content prediction, collaborative compound neural network model,
parallel bird swarm algorithm, wavelet neural network.

I. INTRODUCTION
The heavy metals in the soil are usually not broken down by
soil microorganisms, its long-term accumulation will pollute
the environment and also enter the human body along with
the food chain, which directly endangering human health [1].
Especially for the past several years, with the continuous
development of industry, the heavy metal pollutants dis-
charged to soil are also increasing, how to reduce the content
of heavy metal pollutants in soil has become one of the
problems that need to be urgently solved [2]. In the process
of soil heavy metal pollution control, due to some conditions,
it is difficult to grasp the detailed soil heavy metal content
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data, so predicting soil heavy metal content has become an
effective way to solve this problem [3].

There are many methods for data prediction, the tradi-
tional methods include multiple linear regression (MLR) [4],
support vector machine (SVM) [5], etc., they have been
applied to data prediction in many fields. In recent years,
as researchers have more and more research on artificial
neural network, it has been widely used in data pre-
diction, there are many types of neural networks avail-
able for it, for example, back propagation neural network
(BPNN) [6], fuzzy neural network (FNN) [7], radial basis
function neural network (RBFNN) [8] and general regres-
sion neural network (GRNN) [9], etc., compared with tra-
ditional prediction methods, artificial neural networks have
been proven to have higher prediction accuracy on nonlinear
problems [10], [11].
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Wavelet neural network (WNN) is an artificial neural net-
work proposed on the basis of breakthroughs in wavelet
analysis and research, it combines wavelet analysis with arti-
ficial neural network [12], compared with traditional neural
network models like BPNN, it has the advantages of fast
convergence speed and strong nonlinear approximation abil-
ity [13]. WNN has been applied to data prediction in various
industries, for example, Chen et al. applied theWNN to short-
term power load forecasting and the numerical testing showed
that this method provides accurate predictions [14]. Wen et al
employedWNN to propose a predictionmodel to estimate the
gross calorific value of coals, the experimental results proved
that this model has a better prediction performance [15].
However, during the training process, the parameters ofWNN
are difficult to determine, which often results in the unstable
prediction performance on it [16].

Researchers usually use intelligent optimization algo-
rithms to optimize the parameters of WNN to improve its
prediction performance, Xiao et al. utilized a new improved
cuckoo search algorithm to optimize the initial weights and
the parameters of dilation and translation in WNN, the error
indicator is significantly lower than before in the results [17],
Wang et al. adopted WNN with an improved fruit fly opti-
mization algorithm (IFOA) for the melt index prediction
in the industrial propylene polymerization, the WNN–IFOA
model can obtain the least predicting errors compared with
other existing models [18]. In the last few years, there have
been many intelligent optimization algorithms proposed,
such as particle swarm optimization (PSO) [19], differen-
tial evolution (DE) [20], firefly algorithm (FA) [21], covari-
ance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES) [22],
coyote optimization algorithm (COA) [23], bird swarm
algorithm (BSA) [24], etc., the BSA was proposed by
Meng et al in 2016 and compared with other swarm intelli-
gence algorithm like PSO and DE, it can have good diversity
and efficiently avoid prematurity, when solving the objective
optimization problem, its convergence speed and accuracy is
better than PSO and DE, too. But the same as other meta-
heuristic algorithms, with the complexity of the problem to
be optimized increases, it is easy to fall into the local optimal.

The purpose of this article is to explore an efficient method
for the prediction of soil heavymetal content. Among the data
prediction methods, WNN has been proved to have higher
prediction accuracy than traditional methods like MLR and
neural networks like BPNN, but it is rarely applied to the
prediction of soil heavy metal content, soWNN is used as the
basic prediction model. However, in view of the difficulty of
determining the parameters in WNN, the optimization algo-
rithm is used to optimize the parameters in it, compared with
the existing optimization algorithms such as PSO and DE,
the effectiveness of BSA in handling optimization problems
has been proved, but it is difficult to balance its exploration
and exploitation. Therefore, this paper first makes improve-
ments to BSA and proposes a parallel bird swarm algorithm
(PBSA) on the basis of the BSA, the gathering behavior is
added before the bird flying and foraging behavior, that is to

divide the population into multiple small groups and learn the
information from the each groups to expand the global search
range, at the same time, the sine transformation based on the
fitness difference ratio is increased to the position update for-
mula of the begging behavior, and after each position update,
use the acceptance criterion to judge whether to accept this
update, so as to improve the effectiveness of the internal infor-
mation exchange in the population. Then the PBSA is applied
to the optimization of the dilation and translation parame-
ters and the weights in WNN, which is combined into the
collaborative compound neural network model (CCNN). The
simulation experiment results demonstrate that thismodel can
achieve better prediction performance on the prediction of
soil heavy metal content.

The rest of this paper is laid out as follows: A brief
introduction of WNN and BSA are describe in section II.
Section III and IV present the details of PBSA and CCNN
respectively. The experimental results and analysis of PBSA
on several benchmark functions and CCNN in soil heavy
metal content prediction are shown in section V. Section VI
gives the conclusion.

II. BASIC THEORY
A. WAVELET NEURAL NETWORK
The wavelet neural network (WNN) was first introduced by
Zhang and Benveniste [25]. It has the same structure as the
artificial neural network, but the nonlinear activation function
of its neurons is the wavelet basis function, this feature makes
it have strong self-learning ability and good local microscopic
characteristics of wavelet transform, so it has better non-
linear fitting ability and fast convergence speed [26]–[28].
The structure of WNN is shown in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1. The structure of WNN.

Assume that the number of nodes in the input layer, hidden
layer, and output layer are n, i, and m, respectively, the input
of the data at the j-th node of the hidden layer is as follows:

Sj =
n∑

k=1

ωkjxk , j = 1, 2, , . . . , i (1)

where xk is the k-th sample input data and ωkj is the weight
of hidden layer.
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The above input performs wavelet-based telescopic trans-
lation changes in the hidden layer, and the calculation
formulas are as follows:

φ (x) = cos (1.75x) ∗ e−x
2/2 (2)

hj = φ[(Sj − bj)/aj] (3)

where φ (x) is wavelet basis function, bj is the translation
factor and aj is the dilation factor, hj is the output of j-th node
of the hidden layer.

The final output of the data at the t-th node of the output
layer is given by:

yt = ϕ

 i∑
j=1

ωjthj

 , t = 1, 2, . . . ,m (4)

where ωjt is weight of output layer, ϕ is the activation
function.

It can be seen from the above calculation process that
there are four main parameters in WNN: ωkj, bj, aj, ωjt , and
the setting of their values directly affects the performance
of the network, it is usually hard to set these parameters to
more appropriate values in experiments, therefore, finding a
suitable intelligent optimization algorithm to optimize these
parameters is often of critical importance.

B. BIRD SWARM ALGORITHM
Bird swarm algorithm (BSA) is a swarm intelligence algo-
rithm, which imitates the behavior of bird swarm like for-
aging behavior, vigilance behavior and flight behavior in
the nature to realize the optimization process of the target
problem [29], [30].

In the procedure of BSA, the individual uses flight interval
FQ to determine whether to conduct flight behavior or forage
behavior, when is flight behavior, the individual needs to be
a producer or scrounger to update their position. The formula
for updating the position of producer and scrounger are as
follows:

x t+1i = x ti + x
t
i ∗ randn(0, 1) (5)

x t+1i = x ti +
(
x tk − x

t
i
)
∗ FL ∗ rand(0, 1) (6)

where x t+1i is the position of the individual i after the t-th
update, x ti is the position of the individual i before the
t-th update, randn(0, 1) denotes Gaussian distributed random
number with mean 0 and standard deviation 1, x tk is the
position of the individual k(k 6= i) before the t-th update,
FL indicates that the scrounger follows the producer’s search
for food and the range is [0, 2], rand(0, 1) denotes indepen-
dent uniformly distributed numbers in (0, 1).

When the individual is forage behavior, it chooses to forage
for food or keep vigilance according by the preset condition.
The updating formula of the individual’s position when for-
aging for food is as follows:

x t+1i = x ti +
(
pi − x ti

)
∗ C ∗ rand (0, 1)

+
(
gt − x ti

)
∗ S ∗ rand (0, 1) (7)

where pi is the best previous position of the i-th individual
and gt is the best previous position shared by all individuals,
C and S are cognitive coefficients and social accelerated
coefficients respectively.

When the individual keeps vigilance, it moves to the center
of the population, and the position update formula is as
follows:

x t+1i = x ti + A1 ∗
(
mean− x ti

)
∗ rand (0, 1)

+A2 ∗
(
pk − x ti

)
∗ rand(−1, 1) (8)

A1 = a1 ∗ exp(−
pFit i

sumFit + ε
∗ N ) (9)

A2 = a2 ∗ exp(−
pFit i − pFitk∣∣pFit i − pFitk ∣∣+ ε ∗ N ∗ pFitk

sumFit + ε
)

(10)

where mean represents the average position of the entire
population, rand(−1, 1) is independent uniformly distributed
numbers in (−1, 1), pk is the best previous position of the
k-th individual, a1 and a2 are two positive constants in [0, 2],
pFit i denotes the i-th individual’s best fitness value, sumFit
is the sum of the population’s best fitness value, ε is used
to avoid zero-division error and N is the total number of
individuals, A1 and A2 respectively represent the influence
degree of population’s average position and k-th individual’s
position on i-th individual when i-th individual moves.

Through the position update of the above four behaviors,
individuals in the population search for the best position
within the target range to achieve the process of optimizing.
Although the efficiency of BSA in dealing with optimization
problems has been proven, but like most meta-heuristic algo-
rithms, as the complexity of the problem increases, the con-
vergence accuracy and speed of the algorithm decreases,
finding a better way to balance exploration and exploitation is
the direction of improving the algorithm at present [21], [31].

III. PARALLEL BIRD SWARM ALGORITHM
In the bird swarm algorithm (BSA), due to the individual’s
position movement is mainly toward the best position in the
population, it is easy to cause the diversity of the population
to decrease and fall into the local optimum. In addition, when
the individual is moving as a scrounger, the FL value is
usually a preset fixed value, which causes the scrounger to
learn too much or not enough when learning the position
of other individuals easily, too much learning may lead to
the over-moving and miss a better position, learning not
enoughmay induce the convergence speed of the algorithm to
decrease. In response to these two problems, the parallel bird
swarm algorithm (PBSA) proposes the gathering behavior,
sine transformation position update method based on fitness
difference ratio, and the acceptance criterion on the basis of
BSA for improvement.

A. GATHERING BEHAVIOR
In the natural world, when birds are flying or foraging,
individuals in the swarm can be divided into multiple small
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groups according to the distance between them. The behavior
of individuals is easily affected by small groups, and the
individuals of each small group are composed of random,
when flying or foraging again, the position of each individual
in the swarm changed, and the individual composition of
the small group also changed. Inspired by this phenomenon,
PBSA increased the gathering behavior for the individuals in
bird swarm.

The gathering behavior of the individuals occurs before
each flying and foraging behavior. The implementation of this
steps are as follows:

1) Randomly select several individuals as the central point
of the small group, the number of points is the number of
small groups;

2) Each individual calculates the spatial distance from
different center points, and selects the closest group to join in;

3) In the subsequent position movement, each individual
performs position learning on other individual in the small
group. For example, the position update formula during for-
aging behavior is modified to:

x t+1i = x ti +
(
pi − x ti

)
∗ C ∗ rand (0, 1)

+
(
gs − x ti

)
∗ S ∗ rand (0, 1) (11)

where gs is the best previous position of the small group,
which can be obtained by comparing the best previous posi-
tion of each individual in the small group, and the modifica-
tion of the position update formula of other behaviors are the
same.

4) After updating the position of individuals, the individual
composition of each small group is re-organized, that is, the
individual is randomly determined as the central point again,
and the new small group is constituted according to the spatial
distance.

B. SINE TRANSFORMATION POSITION UPDATE METHOD
BASED ON FITNESS DIFFERENCE RATIO
When the individual moves the position as a scrounger,
FL means scrounger follows the producer to find food,
the larger the value, the more the position moves and vice
versa. In the BSA, FL is set to a fixed value, and in the
actual learning process, the fitness of each learned individual
is different, and the amount of individual learning should
also change accordingly, so it is not reasonable to set a fixed
value of FL. Sine transformation position update method
based on fitness difference ratio takes sine transformation
as the variation method for FL, then, separately calculates
the fitness difference between the learning individual and the
learned individual, and the fitness difference between the best
individual and the worst individual, the ratio of these two is
used as the independent variable of FL. The FL’s calculation
formula is set as follows:

FLi = (FLmax − FLmin)+ FLmin ∗ sin(
π |fk − fi|

2 (fmax − fmin)
)

(12)

whereFLmax andFLmin are constant number between 0 and 2,
fmax and fmin are the maximumfitness value and the minimum
fitness value, respectively, fk is the fitness value of the learned
individual and fi is the fitness value of the individual i.

FIGURE 2. The change process of FL with fitness difference ratio.

Suppose that the value of FLmax is 2 and the value of FLmin
is 1, the change process of FL with the fitness difference ratio
is shown in Fig. 2. At this time, there are two cases: one is that
the fitness value of the learning individual is lower than that of
the learned individual, then FL increases as the fitness value
of the learning individual increases, and the amount of the
individual moving to a better position also increases, by this
way to a better position; the other is that the fitness value
of the learned individual is higher than that of the learned
individual, then FL increases with the decrease of the fitness
value of the learned individual, and the amount of individual
exploration into the surrounding area also increases, so as
to find more better position to avoid falling into a local
optimum.

C. ACCEPTANCE CRITERION
After each position update, the individual may have a lower
fitness value than before, at this point, whether or not to
accept the update is directly affect the convergence speed
of the algorithm. In this method, the fitness value compari-
son link is added after each individual position update, and
an acceptance criterion is proposed as the criterion for the
individual to accept the location update, in this criterion,
the probability p is used to determine whether the individual
accepts the update process. The specific calculation formula
of p is as follows:

p =

 exp
(
−
T
3

)
, fnew − fold ≤ 0;

1, fnew − fold> 0
(13)

where fnew is the fitness of individual after position update,
fold is the fitness of individual before position update, T is
the times of sustained decrease in fitness value and its initial
value is 0, when the fitness value decreases after the position
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update continuously, use the following formula to update T :

T = T + 1 (14)

Fig. 3 shows the curve of p changing with T , When
the position is moved multiple times in a row with the fit-
ness value decreases or remains unchanged, the value of T
increase, at the beginning, the number of consecutive times
is small, it does not mean that the position has fallen into
the local optimum and there is still a large probability to
accept the position update, but as the number of consecutive
times increases, the possibility of falling into local optimality
also increases, so the possibility of accepting position update
is decreases to zero. When the individual does not accept
the position update, the individual will return to the position
before the update and perform the position update under
different behaviors again, unless there is a situation where the
fitness value increases after the position update, the individual
will directly accept the updated position, and the T value will
be initialized to 0.

FIGURE 3. The probability to accept the position update.

IV. COLLABORATIVE COMPOUND NEURAL
NETWORK MODEL
The collaborative compound neural network model (CCNN)
mainly sets the weights of the WNN hidden layer and output
layer, translation factor and dilation factor as the individual
position of the population in PBSA, then use the training data
through the WNN under different parameters to calculate the
mean square error between the output value and the actual
value as the fitness function, finally, the best position found
is used as the initial WNN parameter value for network
training. The specific steps can be summarized as the pseudo
code shown in Table 1 and the flowchart of CCNN is shown
in Fig. 4.

According to Fig. 4 and Table 1, the procedure of PBSA
optimizes WNN parameters and trains WNN model need
the highest computational overhead of executing CCNN,
the computational complexity of other steps is relatively
simple and can be ignored. When using PBSA optimizes
WNN parameters, the three steps of generating individuals,

updating individual positions, and calculating fitness are rel-
atively complex, assuming that the population is N and the
number of iterations isM , then the computational complexity
of the three programs is the same, namely O(MN ), so the
computational complexity of PBSA isO(MN ).When training
WNN, the main steps are forward calculation and error back
propagation to adjust parameters, assuming that the number
of iterations is M , then they have the same computational
complexity of O(M ). To summarise, the overall computa-
tional complexity of CCNN is O(MN ).

V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
A. VALIDATION OF PARALLEL BIRD SWARM ALGORITHM
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed PBSA,
six benchmark problems are selected to compare the four
algorithms of PBSA, BSA, FA, CMA-ES and COA, the the-
oretical optimal solutions of the six benchmark problems are
0, of which the first three are unimodal and the last three are
multimodal. Their formulas are as follows:

1) Schwefels P2.22 (domain : [−10, 10] , d= 20)

f1 (x) =
n∑
j=1

|xi| +
n∏
i=1

|xi| (15)

2) Quadric (domain : [−100, 100] , d= 20)

f2 (x) =
n∑
j=1

(
j∑

i=1

x2i ) (16)

3) Rosenbrock’s (domain : [−10, 10] , d= 20)

f3 (x) =
n−1∑
i=1

[100
(
xi+1 − x2i

)2
+ (xi−1)2] (17)

4) Rastrigin (domain : [−5.12, 5.12] , d= 20)

f4 (x) =
n∑
j=1

[x2i − 10 cos (2πxi)+10] (18)

5) Ackley (domain : [−32, 32] , d= 20)

f5 (x) = 20+ e− 20 exp

−0.2
√√√√1
n

n∑
i=1

x2i


−exp(

1
n

n∑
i=1

cos(2πxi)) (19)

6) Girewank (domain : [−600, 600] , d= 20)

f6 (x) =
n∑
j=1

x2i
4000

+

n∏
i=1

(
xi
√
i

)
+ 1 (20)

All the experiments using PyCharm professional 2018 are
performed on a computer with 1.8 GHz dual-core processor
and 8.0 GB of RAM in macOS Catalina operating system.
The parameter settings for PBSA, BSA, FA, CMA-ES and
COA are shown in Table 2, and these five algorithms iterate
100 times under the six benchmark problems respectively.
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TABLE 1. Pseudo code of CCNN.

FIGURE 4. The flowchart of CCNN.

The final optimization results of the five algorithms under
the six benchmark problems are shown in Table 3. From
Table 3, we can see that whether it is unimodal or multimodal,
the optimization results of BSA and PBSA are much closer

to 0 than FA, CMA-ES and COA, among the optimization
results for f4 and f6, both BSA and PBSA reached the
theoretical optimal solution, a possible reason is that, com-
pared with the other three algorithms, BSA and PBSA have
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TABLE 2. Parameter settings.

carried out the learning of the internal position information
from the population while randomly moving to the external
position of the population, which can help it to find the
existence of a better position faster. Apart from this, when
comparing PBSA and BSA, it can be seen that although both
of them have reached the theoretical optimal solution on f4
and f6, the mean value and the standard deviation of PBSA
are best than BSA, PBSA gets the best results on 2 out of 3
unimodal benchmark problems and gets the best results on all
multimodal benchmark problems, this may be due to the fact
that PBSA added acceptance criterion on the basis of BSA,
which avoids the emergence of lower fitness values after the
location update. It can be known from the above results that
PBSA has higher convergence accuracy when comparing the
final optimization results of the five algorithms.

In order to analyze the significance of the results obtained,
the non-parametric statistical significance tests of Frideman
and Nemenyi post-hoc have been used, after calculating the
results in Table 3, it can be got that the value of τF is
34.13 and the value of pvalue is 1.94e-04, which means that
there is significant difference in all cases for an α level of
0.05, then use the Nemenyi Post-hoc to calculate the critical
difference domain, the performance comparison results of the
five algorithms are displayed using the Frideman test chart in
Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 5, the horizontal line represents the
critical difference domain of each algorithm, and the value
corresponding to the point in the middle of the horizontal
line represents the average ordinal value of each algorithm,
the horizontal line of PBSA does not overlap with the hori-
zontal line of COA and FA and the average ordinal value of
PBSA is smaller than COA and FA, indicating that these three
algorithms are significantly different and the performance of
PBSA is better than COA and FA. The horizontal line of
PBSA overlaps with the horizontal line of BSA andCMA-ES,
indicating that the performance of these three is relatively
close, so it needs to be judged by the average ordinal value,
when comparing the average ordinal value, it can be seen
that the average ordinal value of PBSA is smaller than other
two, which means the performance of PBSA is better than the
other two.

Under the six benchmark problems, the change of the best
fitness value of these five algorithms in each iteration are
shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Comparing the curves in two
figures, it can be seen that under six functions, the best fitness

FIGURE 5. The result of Frideman test and Nemenyi post-hoc test.

values of FA and COA in each iteration are much lower than
BSA and PBSA, indicating that their convergence speed and
convergence accuracy are worse than BSA and PBSA. When
optimizing f1 and f3, the convergence speed of CMA-ES in
the early stage of the iteration is slower than that of BSA and
PBSA, but the best fitness value in the later stage of the iter-
ation is closer to BSA and PBSA, this means that when pro-
cessing unimodal benchmark, the performance of CMA-ES
is close to that of BSA and PBSA, but when processing
multimodal benchmark, the performance of CMA-ES is not
as good as that of BSA and PBSA. Except for the change
curves representing BSA and PBSA under f3 is very close,
the change curves representing PBSA under the functions
are lower than that of BSA, it means that the convergence
speed and stability of PBSA are better than BSA, this might
because that, in PBSA, once the position of the individual
falls into the local optimum, the population will regroup the
small group through gathering behavior, and this behavior
helps the individual of to modify the learning direction and
expand the search range to jump out of the local optimum.

Apart from the above comparison, Table 4 shows the run-
time of the five algorithms iterated 100 times on different
benchmarks. When the benchmark problem is unimodal,
the runtime of the algorithm is generally short, and when the
benchmark problem is multimodal, the calculated dimension
increases and the runtime of the algorithm increases, among
them, the runtime of the five algorithms is sorted from long to
short approximately as BSA, CMA-ES, PBSA, COA and FA.
The runtime of PBSA is slightly longer than that of BSA, this
should be due to the fact that compared with BSA, PBSA has
increased gathering behavior and fitness value com-parison,
but this time difference is acceptable.

From the above results, it can be concluded that PBSA
not only get the better convergence accuracy but also the
convergence speed than other four algorithms, the efficiency
of PBSA to deal with benchmark problems is verified.

B. SOIL HEAVY METAL CONTENT PREDICTION
To make the experimental results more credible, two sets of
different data are used to carry out prediction experiments of
heavy metal content in soil.
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TABLE 3. Result comparison on 6 benchmark functions.

FIGURE 6. The change of best fitness value under f1f2 and f3.

FIGURE 7. The change of best fitness value under f4f5 and f6.

The first set of data is selected from Yinchuan city of
Ningxia, China and is the content of heavy metals in the sur-
face soil which includes Co, Cr, Cs, Mg, Pb and Ti [32]. The
heavy metal content of Co is to be predicted and other five
heavy metal are the input data. Table 5 statistically analyzes
the heavy metal content in these data.

The other set of data is selected from farmland soil heavy
metal content in six new urban areas of Wuhan, China,
this data was collected by Wuhan Academy of Agricultural
Sciences and the soil heavy metal content included in this
data are As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb, Zn and Hg, the statistical
analysis of these data is shown in Table 6. In this experiment,
Cr was selected as the heavy metal to be predicted, in order to

determine the five types of input data for prediction, the cor-
relation analysis between other heavy metal content and Cr
was conducted, Pearson coefficient is used as the evaluation
standard in this analysis, and the calculation results are shown
in Table 7. The five heavy metals with the highest Pearson
coefficient in Table 7 are As, Cd, Ni, Pb and Zn, which are
used as the input data for the prediction of soil heavy metal
content.

In the experiment of soil heavy metal content prediction,
the hold-out validation has been adopted. There is a total of
96 sets in the first set of data, 76 sets of data are randomly
chosen as training data and 20 sets of data are randomly cho-
sen as test data. The other set of data has a total of 1000 sets,
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TABLE 4. The runtime of five algorithms to iterate 100 times on six
benchmark problems.

TABLE 5. The statistical analysis of the heavy metal content in data 1.

TABLE 6. The statistical analysis of the heavy metal content in data2.

TABLE 7. The correlation results of the heavy metal and Cr.

800 sets of data are randomly selected to use for training and
200 sets of data are randomly selected to use for test. Under
these two sets of data, first the models are trained on the
training data, then, the test data is used to make predictions by

the trained models, and the analysis of the results are based
on this. In addition to this, the data needs to be normalized
before experiment and choose the maximum and minimum
normalization as the normalization method.

During the experiment, four methods of SVM, RBFNN,
WNN and bird swarm algorithm optimize WNN
(BSA-WNN) were selected to establish the model and com-
pare the experimental results with CCNN. In order to ensure
the fairness of the experiment, all the heavy metal content
prediction experiments are carried out in the same experi-
mental environment, and it is the same as the experiment of
PBSA. Except for SVM, the number of iterations for training
other models is 100, at the same time, RBFNN andWNN use
the same parameter initialization method and the input layer
nodes, hidden layer nodes and output layer nodes of all neural
network models are set to 5, 8, and 1. The parameter settings
of these models are shown in Table 8.

TABLE 8. Parameter settings.

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the comparison between the pre-
dicted value and the actual value on the training data and the
test data when using dataset 1 for prediction and Fig. 10 and
Fig. 11 show the comparison of that when using dataset 2
for prediction. When comparing the prediction results of
training data and test data in the same dataset, it can be clearly
seen that no matter in which dataset, the fit of the curve
representing the predicted value and the actual value in the
test data prediction is higher than the training data prediction,
this is mainly because the training dataset is usually many
times larger than the test dataset, so it is more difficult to
fit the curve representing the predicted value to the curve
representing the actual value. Since dataset 2 is larger than
dataset 1, the data distribution between them is inconsistent,
therefore, when the model is used to train different data,
the training effect of themodel is also different, it is the reason
why when comparing Fig. 8 with Fig. 10 and Fig. 9 with
Fig. 11, the curves in them show different degrees of fit.
Besides this, when comparing the degree of curve fit between
the predicted value and the true value in different models of
each picture, the same result is obtained, that is the distance
between the curve representing the predicted value and the
curve representing the actual value in SVM and RBFNN is
significantly greater than that of the other three models, in the
comparison of the other three models, the distance between
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FIGURE 8. The prediction results of SVM, RBFNN, WNN, BSA-WNN and CCNN in training data of dataset 1.

FIGURE 9. The prediction results of SVM, RBFNN, WNN, BSA-WNN and CCNN in test data of dataset 1.

FIGURE 10. The prediction results of SVM, RBFNN, WNN, BSA-WNN and CCNN in training data of dataset 2.

FIGURE 11. The prediction results of SVM, RBFNN, WNN, BSA-WNN and CCNN in test data of dataset 2.

FIGURE 12. The error between predicted value and actual value of dataset 1.

the predicted value and the actual value of BSA-WNN and
CCNN is smaller than that of WNN, and the overlap of the
curves in BSA-WNN and CCNN is also increased, apart
from this, the curve overlap of CCNN is greater than that
of BSA-WNN.

The error after calculation between predicted value and
actual value of each model on two datasets are shown
in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, Fig. 12 shows the error of 76 groups
of training data and 20 groups of test data and Fig. 13 shows
the error of 800 groups of training data and 200 groups of
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FIGURE 13. The error between predicted value and actual value of dataset 2.

test data. The same as the comparison between the predicted
value and the actual value, due to the different datasets,
the error values in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 are also different.
When observing these two figures, it can be seen that the
error curve representing WNN does not completely cover
the curves representing SVM and RBFNN, whether using
training data or test data, and at most inflection points,
the curves representing SVM and RBFNN are more promi-
nent than the curves representing WNN, which indicates
that the error of SVM and RBFNN is greater than WNN.
Similarly, when comparing the error curves representing
CCNN, BSA-WNN and WNN, it can be seen that although
the curve fluctuates, the position of the error curve represent-
ing CCNN is always between the two curves representing
WNN and BSA-WNN, and it is closer to the line with error
value 0, which indicates that the error of CCNN is the smallest
among the five models.

Besides comparing the error between the predicted value
and the true value, the three error indicators of mean absolute
error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE), and mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE) are used to evaluate the
prediction performance of the five models, the calculation
formula are as follows.

MAE =
1
n

n∑
i=1

∣∣ŷi − yi∣∣ (21)

RMSE =

√√√√1
n

n∑
i=1

(ŷi − yi)
2 (22)

MAPE =
100%
n

n∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣ ŷi − yiyi

∣∣∣∣ (23)

where ŷi is the predicted value and yi is the actual value.
Table 9 gives the calculation results of the five models under
three error indicators in dataset 1 and dataset 2.

As can be seen from Table 9, when the three error indi-
cators are calculated on dataset 1, the calculation results of
the five models on the training data are generally greater than
the calculation results on the test data, but when calculating
on dataset 2, the calculation results is opposite to that on
dataset 1, a possible reason is that, the model is mainly trained
by using the training data, and the test data is used for the test
of prediction, the data volume of dataset 2 is large and the cal-
culation results of these five indicators are calculated based
on the total amount of data, so the calculation results in the

FIGURE 14. The result of Frideman test and Nemenyi post-hoc test.

training data are better than that in the test data, but dataset 1
has only 96 sets of data in total, the data volume of training
data and test data are relatively small and close, therefore,
the calculation results of the five indicators are more affected
by the data volume, which leads to the calculation result in
test data is better than that in the training data.

Apart from that, no matter in which dataset, whether it
is training data or test data, it can be clearly seen that the
three error indicators of SVM have the largest value, it might
because that compared to neural networks, the prediction per-
formance of traditional method SVM have lower prediction
performance. When comparing WNN and RBFNN, the three
error indicator values of the two are relatively close, WNN
gets the smaller value on 10 out of 12 error indicator values,
which shows that prediction performance of WNN is better
than RBFNN. The three error indicator values of PBSA and
BSA is smaller than WNN and PBSA gets the smallest error
indicator values, this should be because when using BSA
and PBSA to optimize the parameters in WNN, the initial
parameters of WNN are better than the unoptimized ones,
and the model can obtain better prediction performance when
the model is trained under the same number of iterations,
moreover, it has been proved that the optimization capability
of PBSA is better than that of BSA in experiment 1, so the
prediction performance of CCNN is better than BSA-WNN.

Same as experiment 1, the non-parametric statistical sig-
nificance tests of Frideman and Nemenyi post-hoc are used
to analyze the significance of the results obtained, the value
of τF is 244.48 and the value of pvalue is 2.54e-09 after calcu-
lating the results in Table 9, it means that there is significant
difference in all cases for an α level of 0.05, then use the
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TABLE 9. The calculated value of error indicators in dataset 1 and dataset 2.

Nemenyi Post-hoc to calculate the critical difference domain,
the performance comparison results of the five algorithms
are displayed using the Frideman test chart in Fig. 14. From
Fig. 14, it can be seen that the horizontal line representing
the CCNN critical difference domain does not overlap with
the horizontal line representing the critical difference domain
of WNN, RBFNN and SVM, and the average ordinal value
of CCNN is smaller than that of WNN, RBFNN and SVM,
which indicates that the prediction performance of these four
models are significantly different and CCNN has a better
prediction performance than WNN, RBFNN and SVM. The
horizontal line representing the critical difference domain of
CCNN overlaps with the horizontal line representing that of
BSA-WNN and the average ordinal value of PBSA is smaller
than BSA-WNN, it means that the prediction performance of
CCNN is better than BSA-WNN.

TABLE 10. The runtime of five models for training.

In addition to the above comparisons, Table 10 gives the
time required to train each model. In Table 10, it is easy to see
that the runtime of eachmodel is closely related to the amount
of training data, since the data volume of dataset 2 is much
larger than that of dataset 1, the runtime of the five models
when using dataset 2 is much longer than that when using
dataset 1. Compared the runtime required by each model
when using the same datasets, it can be seen that the runtime
required by SVM is the shortest, this may be because SVM
only needs to perform one non-linear calculation, while the
neural network model needs to performmultiple calculations.
The runtime required by RBFNN is relatively close to that
of WNN, indicating that the computational complexity of
these two is basically the same. The time required for CCNN

and BSA-WNN to run is much longer than WNN, of which
CCNN has the longest runtime, this should be because com-
pared to WNN, CCNN and BSA-WNN both have added
a parameter optimization procedure, and the computational
complexity of this procedure is higher than that of WNN,
furthermore, the analysis in experiment 1 can explain that
PBSA has a longer runtime than BSA, so the runtime of
CCNN is longest.

From the above results, it can be concluded that com-
pared with the other four models, CCNN has better predic-
tion performance when predicting soil heavy metal content.
However, owing to the fact that CCNN adds a parameter
optimization procedure on the basis of WNN and parame-
ter optimization is mainly achieved by PBSA, the compu-
tational complexity of PBSA andWNNareO(MN ) andO(M )
respectively, so the computational complexity of CCNN is
higher when compared with WNN, resulting in much longer
runtime, which is also a problem that needs to be further
resolved.

VI. CONCLUSION
Based on wavelet neural network (WNN), a collaborative
compound neural network model (CCNN) was proposed to
make soil heavymetal content prediction. In particular, on the
basis of BSA, the gathering behavior, the sine transformation
position update method based on fitness difference ratio and
acceptance criterion are introduced, and a new parallel bird
swarm algorithm (PBSA) is put forward, which improves the
internal information utilization rate of the population while
enhances the algorithm’s global search capability, then apply
PBSA to optimize the parameters of WNN to ensure its
prediction efficiency. Compared the optimization results of
PBSA with BSA, COA, CMA-ES and FA on six benchmark
problems and carry out the experiment of soil heavy metal
content prediction in two sets of data with several models
including CCNN, BSA-WNN, WNN, RBFNN and SVM,
the effectiveness of PBSA is verified and the experimental
results show that the prediction performance of CCNN is bet-
ter than other models. Future work would include optimizing
the structure of CCNN to reduce the time it takes to run and
make its prediction performance better.
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